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About ACS College of Engineering

ACS College of Engineering (ACSCE), Bengaluru was established in 2009 under Moogambiga

Charitable Educational Trust which is approved by All India Council of Technical Education

(AICTE) New Delhi and affiliated to Visvesvaraya Technological University (VTU), Belagavi.

ACSCE offers 07 Undergraduate & 4 Postgraduate courses both in conventional and emerging areas,

04 of its Departments are recognized as Research Centers offering PhD/M.Sc (Engineering by

Research) degrees in Science, Engineering. The College has been effectively practicing outcome

based education.

Location and area: The city of Bengaluru is the gateway of Silicon Valley of India and is well

connected with all the major cities in the country by rail, road and air. The ACSCE is about 18 km

from central railway station and Bus station. The campus is on 05 sprawling hectares of land with

beautiful landscapes, the campus provides an ideal environment for learning.
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BACKGROUND

Great thinkers and visionaries all over the world have repeatedly predicted India and China as the

future drivers of the global economy. At the heart of this economic transition is the entrepreneurial

action. In today’s’ knowledge economy Indians are leaving their entrepreneurial footprints all over

the world. For US alone India is the leading source of technology entrepreneurs.

The National Knowledge Commission in its report has strongly emphasized the role of education in

catalyzing Entrepreneurship, especially in the highly skilled and knowledge-driven sectors. Though

entrepreneurship is not new to India, however, entrepreneurship as a subject in

Technical/Technology institutions and entrepreneurship as a career option is gaining momentum

only recently as the emergence of knowledge based technopreneurs all over the world. Though

entrepreneurship forms an important subject in Science & Technology studies, whether in

engineering, it does not form a substantial part of the curriculum. As most science and technology

institutions would like to see their students as entrepreneurs and would like to be a part of the

entrepreneurship development process mainstream. Like any other field, entrepreneurship as a

subject studies and entrepreneurship as a practice are two different things.

Repeatedly question that is raised on to-How is it that the students of Science & Technology seldom

take the entrepreneurship and while studies offer knowledge, there is very little opportunity to

learning the process of becoming entrepreneurs. Since the objective of the entire studies is for facing

the examination, there is hardly any effort in developing the skill and motivation of

entrepreneurship within the curriculum.

With a view to create awareness among faculty and students of Engineering courses about various

facets of entrepreneurship as an alternative career option an ‘Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp’ is

conducted at ACS College of Engineering, Bengaluru.

This programme is sponsored by Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India, through its’

nodal agency Entrepreneurship Development Institute of India (EDII), Ahmedabad.
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REPORT ON THE ENTREPRENEURSHIP AWARENESS CAMP

Considering the objectives of the entrepreneurship awareness programme and the expectations of

the participants, the programme contents, delivery and sequence was fine-tuned on the very first day

of the programme. During the entire programme participative learning methods like, group work,

simulation exercises, role-play, case discussions etc was extensively used in addition to informative

lectures with audio-visual presentations. The participants were encouraged to challenge the

concepts, ask questions and participate actively in the class-room interactions. The classroom

learning was supplemented by well-compiled course material and handouts.

The Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp was conducted at ACS College of Engineering,

Bengaluru in seminar hall for 3 days from 18th February to 20th February 2016, creates

awareness among students about various facets of entrepreneurship while highlighting the merits of

pursuing such a career option. In Entrepreneurship Awareness camp, about 70 students are exposed

to different aspects of entrepreneurship, including opportunity guidance, services offered by

agencies of support system etc.

Following is the brief summary of the programme conducted.

On 18th February 2016

The programme started on 18th February at 9.30 a.m. with the inaugural address by our beloved

principal Dr. M.S. Murali in the presence of chief guests Dr. S. Sridharan and

MechanicalEngineering Department Head of the Department Dr. M. Eswaramoorthy. Dr. M.S.

Murali address emphasized the need for entrepreneurship and highlighted how the entrepreneurial

eco-system has changed in recent times. He urged the students to take maximum advantage of the

growing economy by venturing in to their own business.

The programme Director Prof. Sunilraj B.A. then briefed the participants about the structure, design

of the programme and spelt out the expectations of the organizers from the participants. The session

was devoted to an interactive session on “Introduction to Entrepreneurship and Charms of

becoming an entrepreneur”.
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Dr. S. Sridharan who was the chief guest and resource person started the second session of the day

on “Historical background-Indian values vis-a-vis Entrepreneur ship and the present

scenario” with a historical perspective of the entrepreneur by a question for the students to think

over what is it that they would like to gain out of their life ultimately. This session enabled the

students to understand their aspirations, inclinations, passions, and then shape up their career option

accordingly. Entrepreneurship was presented in a broader sense as a way of thinking and acting

leading to wealth creation in a chosen career path. Some examples of business, corporate and social

entrepreneurs like Ratan Tata, K.V.Kamat, Narayan murthy etc were presented so as to make them

aware about the entrepreneurial manifestations in different fields. The participants were also taken

through the way the term “Entrepreneurship’ is evolving over the years.

The third and last session on the first day was taken by Mr. K. Devraj, Deputy Director, MSME,

Government of India on “How to start a SSI unit” and “Support and financial assistance from

Govt. agencies, Banks, Financial Institutions, SFCs”, where students get exposed regarding the

supports to start up small scale industries, subsidies given by the Government of Karnataka, and

Government of India, He also emphasized on the governement plans like SETU (Self employement

and Talent Utilization), registration of the industries, banks loans system, and also about the

MUDRA bank etc. The sessions made to win the confidence of the students to be an entrepreneur

and motivated them in starting a new venture.

On 19th February 2016

The second day of the camp i.e. on 19th February started with a session on “Creativity in

Entrepreneurship” by Mr. P.K. Thomas, Co Founder and Managing Director Mentor Max

Incubation Services Private Limited. He explained the students the process of creating value

proposition, evolving a business model and delivering the value to the customers by using

innovative ideas.

The second session of the day was on “Financial aspects of SSI unit including salient feature of a

Project Report” by Mr. Sunilraj B.A. Assistant Professor, Mechanical Engineering Department,

ACS College of Engineering, explained financial agencies, Promotional agencies and investment

agencies supporting to young entrepreneur to small scale industries.
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The third session of the day was on “Technical & Commercial aspects of SSI unit (General

concept only)” by Dr. Raju B.R. Professor and Head Dept. of Automobile Engineering, Oxford

College of Engineering. He explained about the introduction to SSI and the importance of SSI in

the economic development of the country. He also emphasized on the steps to start small scale

industries, and shares is own experience, which was motivated and ignited to young minds towards

starting up the industry.

The last session of the day was on “Mechanism of product selection and technology-assistance

from R&D labs” by Dr. M. Eswaramoorthy, Head of the Department, Mechanical Engineering

Department, ACS College of Engineering. He explained about the contribution of R &D labs in the

invention of new product, importance of research work by giving his own experience. Which was

attracted the student to involve seriously in research work of their engineering course

On 20th February 2016

On the last day of the camp, started with a session on “Identification of opportunities for

entrepreneurs” by Dr. Vijay Vittala, Professor and Dean R & D, Mechanical Engineering

Department, He explained about the opportunities in an around the society, and how the people

extract the opportunities by identifying the objective and exploits the market. He explained the

innovation in the marketing the product.

The second session of the day on “Communication skills for better results” by Mr. Omprakash,

Director, CONSCIENTIA, Bangalore, He explained regarding importance of communication for

the entrepreneur in the marketing of the product to the customer and how to attract the customer

for the product. He explained about pros and cons of the communication in the entrepreneurship.

On the last session of the camp, the students visited “ACE Designer Solution Private Limited”,

peenya, Bangalore, which bring the students in direct touch with practicing entrepreneurs.

The concluding session of the camp is concluded by the program coordinator Prof. Sunil raj B.A.

along with certificate distribution.
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Schedule for Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp (18th Feb to 20th Feb)

Day
Morning Session Afternoon Session

Session I
9.30 a.m. to 11.00 a.m.

Session II
11.15 a.m. – 12.45 p.m.

Session III
1.30 p.m. – 2.45 p.m.

Session IV
2.45 p.m. – 4.00 p.m.

1st

18th

Feb

Inauguration- Camp Objective,
Entrepreneurship

Dr. S. Sridharan
Director,
Vivekananda Institute of
Management,
Bangalore

Historical background-Indian
values vis-a-vis Entrepreneur ship
and the present scenario

Dr. S. Sridharan
Director,
Vivekananda Institute of
Management,
Bangalore

B

R

E

A

K

How to start a SSI unit
(General concept about
the Govt. formalities, rules
& regulation, location, and
different aspect of an
industrial venture.)

Er. K. Devraj
Deputy Director
MSME

Support and financial assistance
from Govt. agencies, banks,
financial institutions, SFCs and
others-securities demanded by
FIs/banks
Er. K. Devraj
Deputy Director
MSME

2nd

19th

Feb

Creativity in Entrepreneurship

Mr. P.K. Thomas
Co Founder and Managing
Director
Mentor Max Incubation Services
Private Limited

Financial aspects of SSI unit
including salient features of a
project report

Mr. Sunilraj B.A.
EDC Coordinator
Asst. Professor
Dept of Mechanical Engg
ACS College of Engg
Bangalore

Technical & commercial
aspects of SSI unit (General
concept only)

Dr. Raju B.R.
Professor and Head
Dept. of Automobile Engg
Oxford College of Engg

Mechanism of product selection
and technology-assistance from
R&D labs

Dr. M. Eswarmoorthy,
Head of the Dept,
Dept of Mechanical Engg
ACS College of Engg
Bangalore

3rd

20th

Feb

Identification of opportunities
for entrepreneurs
Dr. Vijay Vittala
Professor,
Department of Mechanical
Engg
HMSIT, Tumkur

Communication skills for
better results
Mr. Omprakash
Director
CONSCEIENTIA
Bangalore

ACE Designer Solution Private Limited

(Factory Visit)
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List of Resource Persons

Session. Description Speaker

1 Inauguration- Camp Objective, Entrepreneurship Dr. S. Sridharan

2 Historical background-Indian values vis-a-vis Entrepreneur
ship and the present scenario Dr. S. Sridharan

3 How to start a SSI unit (General concept about the Govt.
formalities, rules & regulation, location, and different aspect of
an industrial venture.) Er. K. Devraj

4 Support and financial assistance from Govt. agencies, banks,
financial institutions, SFCs and others-securities demanded by
FIs/banks

Er. K. Devraj

5 Creativity in Entrepreneurship Mr. P.K. Thomas

6
Financial aspects of SSI unit including salient features of a
project report

Mr. Sunilraj B.A.

7 Technical & commercial aspects of SSI unit (General concepts) Dr. Raju B.R.

8
Mechanism of product selection and technology-
assistance from R&D labs Dr. M. Eswaramoorthy

9 Identification of opportunities for entrepreneurs Dr. Vijay Vittala

10. Communication skills for better results Mr. Omprakash

11. Industrial Visit to ACE Designer Solution Private Limited
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Feedback from Participants

How would you rate this camp?
Fair Poor
5% 1%

Good
17%

Excellent
50%

Very Good
27%

WHY

• All aspects of Entrepreneurship were covered.
• Approach is both theoretical and practical.
• Properly coordinated, implemented and managed.
• Sessions were informative and creative teaching is there.
• Sessions on creativity and management games was really awesome.
• We learned lot about Entrepreneurship. The program was very informative and

enlightening.
• Provided exposure to the Entrepreneurship.
• It was full of Ideas
• I have cleared my thoughts and now learn to prepare business plan.
• Arranged very nicely.
• Gained knowledge about the subject and all doubts were cleared.
• Got to know about venture capitalist and investors.
• Because it has provided general idea of entrepreneurship.
• Provide awareness about the entrepreneurship.
• Full knowledge about entrepreneur support system was given.
• Taught Entrepreneurship as a whole and its related systems.
• Wonderful experience and in future want to attend similar programmes.
• Learned many things regarding setting up new business
• Content wise the camp was very good, various aspects were covered concisely.
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After attending this camp, would you consider Entrepreneurship as a career
option?

• To set up an industry related to technology.
• Will pursue management education in the field of Entrepreneurship.
• Will do M. S. in core Industries & later start a business.
• Want to be an Industrialist.
• Will start IT ventures.
• Graduation then MBA.
• To do Business in Telecom sector.
• Business setup
• Will become a successful Entrepreneur.
• Will start my own company.
• Will go in Business.
• Will be an entrepreneur
• Will start Transformer manufacturing unit.
• Will contribute in the field of engineering and do MS and Ph. D in that field.
• After gaining experience of 3 years will start own business afterwards.
• After completing post-graduation would aim for a job for gaining work-ex and then

plan for entrepreneurship.
• Will start up a chain of restaurants.
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PHOTOGRAPHS

Inaugural ceremony of Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp at ACS College of Engineering

Inviting the chief guest Dr. S.Sridharan for the inaugural session by the Principal
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Welcome address by the Principal

Introduction about the camp by the Program Coordinator Prof. Sunilraj B.A.
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1st day inaugral session by Dr. S. Sridharan

1st day second session by Dr.S. Sridharan
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1st day third and fourth Session by Mr. K. Devraj

2nd Day first Session by Mr. P.K. Thomas
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2nd day second session by the Program coordinator Prof. Sunilraj B.A

2nd day third session by Dr. Raju B.R
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2nd day fourth session by Dr. M. Eswaramoorthy

3rd day first session by Dr. Vijay Vittala interacting with the students
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3rd day second session by Mr. Omprakash

3rd day afternoon session is Industrial Visit to ACE Designer Solution Private Limited
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The faculties and students participated in the Entrepreneurship Awareness Camp Program

xxxx


